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PCM Named Hewlett Packard Enterprise North American SMB Partner of the Year
PCM Financial Performance, Innovation and Sales Drive Lead to Top Ranking
EL SEGUNDO, Calif., July 10, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- PCM, Inc. (NASDAQ:PCMI), a leading technology solutions
provider, today announced that it has been named the Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) North American U.S. SMB Partner
of the Year.
In naming the winners of the 2017 HPE Partner of the Year Awards, HPE celebrates those that have excelled in developing
their partnerships with the company and growing mutual business opportunities with joint customers. Recipients were
recognized at HPE's annual Global Partner Summit that took place at the Sands Expo and Convention Center in Las Vegas.
HPE is a partner-focused organization committed to innovating new, collaborative solutions that enable mutual growth
together with partners. The 2017 HPE Partner of the Year Awards recognizes partners across the entire HPE ecosystem.
Winners were chosen for their excellent financial performance, innovative solutions and for driving meaningful business
results for shared customers.
"We are excited to continue working with our partners to deliver powerful business outcomes that enable our joint customers
to transform and accelerate their businesses," said John Reilly, Vice President Channel Sales for Hewlett Packard
Enterprise. "PCM exemplifies this year after year and we are proud to work closely with them."
"Hewlett Packard Enterprise is one of our most valued partners and we're excited to be named North American SMB Partner
of the Year! HPE's quality line of products and solutions combined with our world class provisioning, services and support is
resonating well with our SMB clients. We're thrilled with the growth and momentum and we thank HPE for the recognition,"
said David Hall, PCM SVP of solutions and services.
About PCM
PCM, Inc., through its wholly-owned subsidiaries, is a leading multi-vendor provider of technology solutions, including
hardware, software and services to small, medium and enterprise businesses, state, local and federal governments and
educational institutions across the United States and Canada. We generated net sales of $2.3 billion in the twelve months
ended March 31, 2017. For more information, please visit investor.pcm.com or call (310) 354-5600.
All trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.
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